Abstract-Infection of client devices poses a significant threat to secure user authentication. Combining vulnerable client devices with special security devices, as often the case in ebanking, can increase significantly the security. However, these often incur usability hurdles. This paper describes a new architecture where an untrusted proxy on the client device communicates both with server applications, and a trusted application running on a trusted device. The proxy switches between two TLS channels, one from the client application, and another from the trusted device. The result is a highly usable and flexible architecture with strong security assurances which, moreover, is transparent to the client or server applications, thus allowing it to be deployed in existing systems. We have implemented a PoC (available open source) and demonstrated it using the OffPAD device. Various applications of our architecture can be imagined, some of which we present in the end of the paper, applicable to web services and IoT systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Server applications (server apps) typically require user authentication based on user credentials, i.e., only registered, authorized and authenticated users are granted access to services. However, client devices are often infected with malware, 1 e.g., false certificate installation could facilitate phishing attacks [29] or a keylogger [41] could be installed to intercept user input s.a. user credentials, and allow false authentication to server apps. Existing solutions for protecting online transactions with strong security typically involve an external trusted device, e.g., for the generation of OTPs (One-Time Password) in e-banking.
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A common architecture is to put a secure intermediary between the client applications (client apps) and the server apps, e.g., the SSL proxy concept [21] or the Bitdefender BOX 2 in Internet of Things. We call this a trusted proxy. Such a trusted proxy is transparent to both the client apps and the server apps, and is assumed secure. All data passes through the trusted proxy, allowing it to read, log, modify, or suppress transmitted data.
Note that the trusted proxy technically can perform actions without the user's approval or knowledge, but it is assumed (trusted) not to do so. Usually the trusted proxy is deployed on a trusted device as a black box, and therefore, the users cannot ensure the real behaviour of the trusted proxy. Thus users have to trust the provider of the trusted device. There is also no absolute guarantee that a trusted device will not fall pray to MitM (Man-in-the-Middle) attacks on the communication from the client device. Moreover, trusted proxies are unable to perform exhaustive verifications due to the usually limited capabilities (s.a. speed of network interfaces) of the trusted device on which they are deployed. Thus the use of trusted devices should be limited in practice.
An architecture that would limit the use of trusted devices is to let client apps communicate directly with server apps, and only query a trusted application (trusted app) for sensitive information. The communications are offline as defined in [37] , "follow[ing] controlled formats, during short and restricted time periods, not involving wireless broadband capabilities". We call such a trusted device an offline trusted device (OTD) . Since communications from the trusted app to server apps goes through the (possibly infected) client device, any sensitive information would need to be protected. This concept of using a separate trusted device for sensitive computations is used by HTTP XDAA [25] , an extension of the standard HTTP DAA [20] where the credentials and the challenge-response computations are handled by a separate trusted device.
However, in such an architecture, the trusted app does not remain transparent to neither the client apps nor the server apps. This requires adaptations of existing client apps, or server apps, in order to use the trusted app. Such adaptations (writing, installing, and maintaining specific code), are costly and are detrimental to the adoption of the architecture.
The trusted device may be transparent to server apps, meaning that the trusted device handles, in place of client apps, sensitive security computations that must not be exposed to a possibly infected client device. However, client apps, must be especially programmed to use the trusted device, usually in form of plugins. The trusted device is then just an extra security feature, e.g., MP-Auth [32] encrypts a password with the public key of the server app, for which it uses a trusted device, but does not require one, i.e., client apps knowing the password are able to respond to the server app without interacting with the trusted device.
Alternatively, the trusted app may be known to the server app and used in a protocol designed to require a trusted device. Banking applications are such examples [1] , where the trusted device holds a secret, for example a private key specific to the user and the trusted device. In this case the server app needs to be configured when provisioning trusted devices to users.
The idea of obtaining usable authentication using an offline and private trusted device has been described and motivated in [24] , which argued for managing user credentials on such a device. Here we present an architecture and a prototype implementation that combines the above described traditional architectures, i.e., using a proxy on the client device and a peripheral OTD.
A. Contributions
• We present a new architecture called Offline Trusted Device and Proxy (OTDP) architecture in Section II.
• The OTDP architecture is based on a novel use of TLS, which we call TLS Switching and describe in Section III, involving two interchangeable channels for communication between the server app respectively the trusted app and the Proxy. We compare in Section III-C our TLS Switching technique with related works, i.e., with TLS handshake proxying [44] , TLS splitting [31] , and TruWalletM [11] .
• The OTDP architecture can be applied for various authentication scenarios, some given in Section IV, for the Web domain in Section IV-A and for the IoT domain in Section IV-B.
• We also discuss in Section V security aspects of our proposal, as well as usability aspects in Section VI.
Our work focuses on user-side security, usability, ergonomics, and transparency of the used software and hardware for both the client apps and the server apps.
II. THE OFFLINE TRUSTED DEVICE AND PROXY

ARCHITECTURE
We consider a traditional client-server architecture where it is assumed that the client device is infected with malware. Server apps on the other hand are assumed to be secure.
Existing protocols, as well as existing trusted devices, can be used on top of the OTDP architecture, enabling the use of a trusted device without the previously discussed drawbacks of existing architectures. For applications with high security requirements, such as e-banking, eHospitals, or various IoT applications in Smart Infrastructures, it is possible to use special hardware-enabled security solutions [28] . This can be a transportable device pluggable into the client device, like the OffPAD [37] , or a secure part of the client device s.a., a secure element, a TPM (Trusted Platform Module) [5] , [12] , or a Trusted Execution Environment 3 like Intel's SGX [2] , [35] , [43] .
A. The OTDP architecture
We propose the Offline Trusted Device and Proxy (OTDP) architecture which combines a Proxy that is sitting on the untrusted client device, and communicates with a trusted app running on an offline trusted device, holding sensitive information like user credentials. This can be seen as a combination of the positive aspects from the two classical architectures mentioned in the introduction. Client apps communicate with server apps through the Proxy. The implementation of the Proxy, based on our TLS Switching, makes sure our OTDP architecture is transparent to both the client apps and the server apps, while still allowing to read, log, modify, and suppress exchanged data. The trusted device is able to communicate with the server app only through the proxy which controls the communication format and the time when the trusted device is used. Thus the trusted device is assumed to be an OTD. The Proxy is also assumed to be open-source, so the user can read and modify the sources. Hence the Proxy is a white box. Thus spying on the user or doing actions without the user's approval is harder for the provider of the trusted device. More important, there is no false feeling of security since the Proxy is also considered untrusted as it runs on the client device.
Sensitive information is retrieved, computed, stored, or processed by the trusted app upon its initiative, or upon requests from the Proxy which, without the knowledge of the sensitive information, cannot correctly answer queries from the server apps.
To protect the sensitive information stored and maintained by the OTD, we develop the concept of TLS Switching, presented in Sec. III, which does not require specific algorithms or protocols on neither client apps nor server apps. We only need the Proxy installed on the client device.
B. Design decisions and implementation of the Proxy
The Proxy was designed to be extensible through the use of filters and commands, making it easier, for example, to add support for a new communication protocol.
)"
" %** ' ( The following design requirements on the Proxy were followed in the implementation (link to source code is provided in footnote on page 5).
• The communication interface towards client apps (called Client's interface in Figure 2 ) offers several proxy protocols such as SOCKS [30] or HTTP Proxy [19] . SOCKS v5 supports TCP and UDP streams. HTTP Proxy only supports HTTP streams. For client apps non-compliant with proxy protocols, tools can be used to "socksify" them. 4 Static redirections can easily be offered as well.
• The client interface allows trivial insertion, substitution and deletion of proxy protocols, making the proxy architecture easy to extend.
• The communication interface towards server apps (Server's interface in Figure 2 ) is configurable to use a network proxy if the client device sits behind one.
• The communication interface towards the trusted app has two-layers. The first layer encapsulates the commu-nication medium, and the second abstracts the format of the messages.
-The first layer allows trivial insertions, deletions and substitutions of communication mediums such as USB, WiFi, Bluetooth, or NFC. -The second layer uses a slave/master communication: the master is the Proxy who sends a command and the slave (the trusted app) must immediately respond. The slave/master communication makes our OTDP architecture compliant with slave/master mediums, such as ISO7816-compliant smartcards, like MasterCard's Display Card 5 .
• Incoming data from client apps or server apps are processed by a set of Filters in Figure 2 . Thus, by adding or removing a filter, features can be added or removed from the Proxy. If needed during the processing of messages, a filter can request information or services from the trusted app via a command, such as asking the trusted app to send sensitive information to the server app.
• The trusted app listens to a set of Commands. Similarly, by adding or removing a command, features can be added or removed from the implementation of the trusted app or adapt to specific hardware.
• The implementation of the Commands follows a command design-pattern, whereas Filters follow the chain of responsibility design-pattern [22, Chap. 5 ].
• Commands and responses are human-readable to facilitate debugging operations. In consequence, a human may monitor and understand the communication between the Proxy and the trusted app with tools such as Wireshark 6 , or to simulate the Proxy (or the trusted app) to test the trusted app (respectively the Proxy) with tools such as netcat or openssl. 7 Messages start with an ASCII command-name (or response-status) followed by optional arguments. Response-status uses the HTTP status-codes [19] .
• Theses communications are configurable via an XML configuration file.
Ideally, the trusted device should be integrated into an object already carried by the user, e.g., as the OffPAD [37] which is a phone back-cover OTD connected through microUSB to a smart phone. In case multiple users are using the same device, or the same user uses it in different contexts, the secure external device also provides specific user profile management. 
III. TLS SWITCHING
A. Motivation
OTDP requires two TLS channels of communication with the server app: one from the Proxy (channel P) and one from the trusted app through the Proxy (channel T). Since the Proxy resides on the untrusted client device it must be unable to read or write on channel T. Since we want OTDP to be compliant with traditional client-server architectures, the channels should be seen as one on the server app (see Figure 3 ). To the authors' knowledge, no existing protocol enables to do so, and as we explain in Section III-C, close related technologies fail to meet our goals.
B. Description
Our use of TLS (called TLS Switching) works in two modes (or states of operation): state T (trusted app) and state P (Proxy). In both states the TLS handshake and record protocols are used [15] .
In state T the channel T is used to exchange sensitive information with the server app. State T is reached when the trusted app performs a renegotiation [16] to renew the TLS session keys and initialization vectors (IVs). Due to TLS's forward and backward secrecy [26] , the Proxy cannot deduce keys and IVs from the ones it knows. Thus the Proxy is not able to read nor write records on the channel T during the state T.
In state P the channel P is used to transmit, in a more efficient way, information between the server app and the client app. State P is reached when the trusted app renegotiates the TLS session keys and IVs, and passes them to the Proxy, enabling it to read and write records though a standard TLS connection.
Transparency: TLS Switching operates as follows (shown in Figure 4) . A secure connection pre-exists between the trusted app and the Proxy (0), e.g., through microUSB in the case of the OffPAD. The client app tries to establish a TLS connection with the server app, but is connected to the Proxy (1). Optionally, the Proxy might send information to the trusted app (s.a. the server's domain name, or the TLS extensions used by the client app) (2a). The Proxy then establishes a TCP connection with the server app (2b) over which the trusted app establishes a TLS connection (3). The TLS connection is then in state T, ready to exchange messages between the trusted app and the server app, or to go into state P (4) to allow the client app to communicate with the server app (5).
TLS Switching requires:
• the server app to accept TLS renegotiations [16] , which is rather common; • the Proxy to support the cipher suite and TLS extensions [8] used in state P (by our implementation); • the trusted app to verify TLS certificates (by design); • the trusted app and the Proxy must be able to exchange the current cipher suite, symmetric keys and IVs in a secure way (we assume this by construction).
C. Related work
TLS Handshake Proxying [44] is a technique used with edge servers that cache content to reduce the connection latency between a client and a server, i.e., the client establishes a TLS connection to a local edge instead of the distant server. However, the edge is not trusted to share the server's private key. In consequence, during the local TLS handshake the edge will forward to the server the message involving the private key, i.e., only one long-distance communication.
This TLS Handshake proxying technique may be used in our architecture, but only when in state P, as our proxy cannot generate TLS records during state T. Nevertheless, this requires to modify parts of TLS libraries, and makes the trusted app and the Proxy interdependent.
SSL Splitting [31] uses a proxy to split a non-encrypted SSL connection into two streams, one for the content and one for the content's integrity. The client establishes a non-encrypted SSL connection with the server through the proxy which forwards all messages. The server answers with the Message Authentication Code (MAC) of the content and a content identifier which the proxy replaces with the cached content before sending the SSL record to the client. For encrypted connections [31] proposes a work-around by sending the symmetric encryptions keys and IVs to the proxy so that it can read SSL records, and write records knowing the MAC. Thus, the proxy is trusted for confidentiality, but not for integrity.
In our case, the Proxy needs to be able to build complete TLS records when in state P, but is not trusted to read or write when in state T, i.e., when the channel T is used.
TruWalletM [11] presents a similar approach to OTDP and TLS Switching. Instead of TLS renegotiation, TLS resumption is used implying, roughly speaking, to close and open TCP connections at each state change. This is well suited for communications using TCP connections lasting only the time the server app responds to a client app query, s.a. in HTTP1.0, AJAX. However, this is less suited when the TCP connection aims to gather many queries and responses, s.a. in HTTP2.0, or when the communication is a stream, s.a. in WebSockets, often closed when the underlying TCP connection is closed.
Moreover, the trusted device is required to establish each connection, which might lead to privacy concerns as the trusted device would be then able to log user's browsing history. This breaks one of our main motivations for OTDP. Also, TruWalletM does not consider the possibility to receive sensitive information from the server app, or to propose additional trusted device-specific features to compliant server apps, s.a. authentication of the trusted device by the server app, which we do.
TruWalletM also requires a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) whereas our proposed architecture is compliant not only with TEE but also with generic trusted devices, even those having limited UI allowing non-confidential sensitive information inputs and notifications on the client device. Moreover our Proxy enables easy implementation of additional features, not necessarily requiring a Proxy and TLS Switching, s.a. OTPs or password auto-typing for local authentications on the client device.
D. TLS Switching implementation
TLS is implemented by various libraries such as GnuTLS 8 or OpenSSL 9 in C, and JSSE 10 in Java. We implemented a proof of concept of the TLS Switching and OTDP architecture in Java v1.7 with OpenJDK's TLS engine (see source code 11 ).
The Proxy and the trusted app exchange messages through TLS records over TCP. In state T, the Proxy simply forwards messages from the trusted app to the server app, and from the server app to the trusted app. In state P, the Proxy should only process application data messages, and forward the rest to the trusted app.
We use two new types of clear messages, enabling the Proxy and the trusted app to exchange information when changing state:
• 't' messages sent by the Proxy to the trusted app in order to go into state T. Theses messages are followed by a renegotiation performed by the trusted app.
• 'p' messages sent by the trusted app to the Proxy in order to go into state P. Theses messages are preceded by a renegotiation performed by the trusted app. The p messages contain the current TLS parameters required to partially build a TLS engine on the Proxy: the cipher suite identifier, the TLS protocol version, and the symmetric keys. This allows the Proxy to build and read TLS records without exposing the trusted app private keys.
To return into state T, as the internal state of the Proxy TLS engine is modified after reading and writing records, the trusted app's TLS engine has to be updated through t messages before performing a renegotiation. This only requires two sequence numbers, incremented for each record sent or received under the current keys.
The p messages do not have to contain sequence numbers as they can be deduced by the Proxy. Moreover, p and t messages do not have to contain initialization vectors. Indeed, RC4 cipher suites are prohibited in TLS 1.2 [40] thus cipher suites only offer block ciphers (AES with CBC or 3DES with CBC) or NULL cipher. Yet, in block ciphered messages, initialization vectors are randomly chosen for each record and are included in the record's message.
1) Implementation discussions:
Our implementation allows the Proxy and the trusted app to use different TLS libraries, thus making them more independent. In particular, we modify classes on the fly to extract symmetric keys when renegotiating.
With our implementation we tried to avoid modifying and rebuilding TLS libraries, as this would need to be repeated at each library update. Also, we avoid re-implementing a whole TLS layer, which could lead to several security threats due to implementation errors or slow reactivity.
To avoid performing TLS renegotiations when not required, the Proxy performs the initial handshake in place of the trusted app. Thus, TLS connections start in state P and do not require TLS Switching as long as no sensitive information are exchanged, or expected to be exchanged. Then, to go into state T for the first time, the Proxy sends a p (with additional content) instead of a t message to the trusted app.
As an alternative, instead of exchanging ciphers information, the Proxy and the trusted app could cooperate to perform a renegotiation. One could generate and read clear renegotiation messages and the other encrypt and decrypt them with the current keys. Such a feature would cost at least one renegotiation to go into state T, and two (asking to encrypt/decrypt a renegotiation message and receiving the result) to go into state P. We tested such an alternative implementation which proved to be more costly than our current implementation.
IV. APPLICATIONS OF THE OTDP AND TLS SWITCHING
Two applications of OTDP have been demonstrated at [37] using the OffPAD device [46] , namely: cognitive (i.e., by the human user) server authentication based on the petname system [18] , and user authentication based on the extended challenge-response protocol XDAA [25] involving the trusted device. Other possible applications of the OTDP architecture and the TLS Switching are described below (and detailed in the technical report [38] ).
A. Application in web systems
1) Server app authentication: OTDP strengthens server apps' authentication by verifying their certificates on the trusted device, thus preventing attacks by dubious certificates injected in client apps. Moreover, using a petname system and protocol (e.g., as implemented on the OffPAD) we can achieve cognitive server app authentication, i.e., where the user is actively aware of the identity of the server apps. Whitelists and blacklists on the trusted device, and similarity checks are used as an attempt to counter phishing attacks.
2) User authentication: The trusted device OffPAD allows user authentication through fingerprint biometrics. This can be used to unlock user credentials in various situations. We have demonstrated the use of user credentials stored on the trusted device for the XDAA authentication protocol.
3) Identifying messages: The Proxy is used to identify messages from client or server app matching a specific template. The Proxy, ignorant of the sensitive information, is unable to process such messages, and thus forwards them to the trusted app. The trusted app, might then force the connection into state T and send, after user confirmation, a reply to the server app. Such a reply is built from sensitive information stored (or inputed by the user) on the trusted device. Instead of asking them from the user, sensitive information can also be generated by the trusted app, s.a. strong passwords during registrations.
Identifying client apps' messages before sending them to the server apps could be coupled with whitelists and blacklists stored in the trusted device to block unwanted messages. Examples include blocking HTTP requests to phishing websites, or even HTTP requests to advertising servers.
We use the identification of server apps' messages in the HTTP XDAA. However, some client apps might block until users provide the sensitive information directly in a form inside the client app. In such cases, users have to fill the required fields with false sensitive information to submit the form without exposing sensitive information on the client device. The usage of client apps' messages identification would then be more appropriate.
4) Trusted app authentications:
The standard TLS handshake protocol offers client and server authentications. Server apps may authenticate the trusted app using a handshake with client authentication. In this case the trusted device stores a private key or computes one from user information, such as passwords or biometric data. The public key may be certified by the trusted device's provider, given during registration on the server app, or trusted on the first usage. The trusted app may propose other authentication methods through TLS extensions [8] .
The trusted app must ensure the origin and destination of sensitive information by, e.g., authenticating server apps. For this, the trusted app checks the server apps' certificate and searches the requested IP and/or domain name in its blacklist and its whitelist. In order to prevent phishing attacks, the user can be warned by the trusted app when requesting for a domain-name syntactically too close to one from the whitelist. DNSSEC [3] , [7] may also be used by the trusted app to prevent attacks against the DNS protocol [4] .
5) Modifying web pages:
The Proxy is used to improve ergonomics by adding warnings or information about the OTDP usage and features, and to enforce desired user behaviour, e.g., see Figure 5 . We can prevent the user from filling in password fields on the untrusted client device. When the form is submitted, the Proxy uses message identification (as previously described) then asks the trusted app to complete the answer on the user's behalf.
B. Applications in IoT systems
1) Privacy watchdog in Smart Grid metering: Smart
Meters are plagued by privacy considerations [17] , [33] , because the high frequency of real-time energy consumption that they report to the energy provider results in big data that can reveal information like behaviour patterns in the home, what devices are used (coffee machine vs. tea cooker) and when, or even what brand of devices (thus life style and wealth). Solutions often involve putting an intermediary between the meter and the energy provider. The OTDP can be used, with the smart meter as the client app behind the proxy implemented by Smart Meter manufacturers with the functionality of enforcing various privacy policies that a user can configure. Security critical functionalities can be done on a specific trusted device of the user, e.g., provided by some trusted entity like a governmental body that oversees data protection issues. The trusted device can be in the form of a javacard or secure element inserted in the smart meter.
2) Secure authentication in eHospitals: In hospitals equipped various IT infrastructure (like NFC door openers, smart medicine storage, RFID tagged medical devices, indoor positioning located personnel, smart operation rooms, smart UIs, etc) it is important to have usable authentication that does not interfere with medical duties [6] . The OffPAD phone jacket device [37] can be used by hospital personnel (also given to patients) to put around their personal mobile phones. The OTDP enables to transform the personal phone into a highly versatile authentication device, by having on the mobile phone installed the proxy as a phone app, communicating with various client apps each doing different forms of medical IT functionality, e.g., alarms, search medical devices, open doors, continuous authentication, etc.
3) Secure applications in Smart Transportation: The trusted device can be implemented by a secure hardware like a TPM chip or a processor with functionalities like Intel SGX. These have limited connectivity, i.e., only with the computing unit, therefore can be regarded as offline. In Smart Car/Truck the Proxy and client can be part of the car's software, whereas the OTD can be part of the owner's key or a similar pluggable device. Communication and authentication protocols can be imagined based on OTDP for securing various sensitive communications. Examples include: communication with the smart road infrastructure could be secured with OTDP, or authentication and access to in-car services like road congestion alarm and guidance, or access to car's on-board information while in service.
V. SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS
We assume that the client device, and by extension the Proxy, are compromised, allowing attackers to arbitrarily listen and modify I/O interfaces (s.a. network, screen, keyboard). The trusted device, trusted app, server app, and the TLS protocol are assumed to be secure and trustworthy.
Sensitive information might originate from user inputs (s.a. passwords or fingerprints), be stored, or generated, on the trusted device. They must never be exposed on the untrusted client device. However, non-confidential sensitive information might originate from untrusted sources (s.a. the client device) but must be confirmed by the user through the trusted device and not be exposed afterward.
Thus sensitive information must be exchanged exclusively between the trusted app and the server app, i.e., only during state T. Indeed in state P, the Proxy being able to read, modify, and write records, exchanged information would be exposed. In state T, the client device ignores the current session keys, protected by the forward and backward secrecy of the TLS handshake. Moreover, a Proxy cannot enforce state P as it cannot read nor write records in order to perform a renegotiation. In order to avoid phishing attacks, handshake server authentication is asked by, and performed by, the trusted app with TLS certificate verification (see Sec IV-A1) guaranteeing the origin (or destination) of sensitive information during state T.
Although the client device is unable to read exchanged data between the trusted app and the server app, the client device is able to know when sensitive information are exchanged, as well as their length, more or less the cipher block size (or padding length) used.
However, the client device is still able to arbitrarily modify received, and sent, information during state P. Thus the integrity and origin (or destination) of the information printed, or inputed, on the client device cannot be trusted. Although message verifications and general computations are possible, the trusted device is not intended to replace the client device [28] .
More problematic, the client device might send unwanted messages during state P, s.a. asking the server app to execute actions once the user is connected, or connecting the user on a different account to make her perform actions on the attacker account (e.g. crediting money on the attacker account). We argue that in such case, the server app is vulnerable to lunchtime attacks [13] . To prevent such attacks, server apps should require user authentication and confirmation for any sensitive action.
OTDP being transparent to server apps, standard server apps have no concept of state T, or state P, thus send sensitive information independently of the current state, and would trust information received both during state T as well as during state P. In a transparent architecture, the trusted app thus has to predict and anticipate when sensitive information might be sent by the server app. Such predictions are not possible in a generic way, and must be performed during state T, as the client device is untrusted.
For an improved security, server apps could be programmed to take into account the current state of the connection while remaining compliant with standard client apps. During a renegotiation initiated by either the trusted app or the server app, the trusted app might offer "State T" and "State P" in the CLIENT HELLO's TLS extensions list, and go into the state requested by the server app's answer (a missing TLS extension meaning that the server app does not support the concept of state T and state P). If the trusted app wants to force the state T, it can offer the "State T" TLS extension alone.
Server apps might as well ask for client authentication during handshake to authenticate the trusted app (Sec. IV-A4). The trusted app might respond with different certificates depending on the requested state, or send an empty certificate for state P. However this could lead to incom-patibilities depending on the server app's implementation of TLS. Instead, we recommend the usage of an unique TLS certificate independently of the requested state with an indication of the requested state in the CLIENT HELLO's TLS extensions list. The certificate may be certified by the trusted device's provider, trusted at first use, or given during registration on the server app.
Since we assume the communication between the Proxy and the trusted app to be secure from a network attacker, (e.g., through microUSB or NFC), and the client device is considered untrusted, OTDP architecture does not add attack vectors compared to the traditional architectures. Moreover, the communications from server apps, and from client apps, are as in traditional architectures because of the transparency that the Proxy provides. However, new attacks can come from poor design of new protocols that OTDP enables. Therefore, we would encourage the use of formal verification tools and methods when designing security protocols, s.a. ProVerif [10] , CryptoVerif [9] , Tamarin [42] , or Murphi [39] (each being based on different theoretical foundations).
VI. USABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
A strong method of authentication is not always enough if users are not encouraged to use it. Moreover, when interacting with client apps running on a client device which can be corrupted, users should be prevented from revealing their credentials on the client apps. However, if the system lacks ergonomics and is too constraining, users might reject, and bypass, it [14] .
The Proxy being located on the client device, which the user controls, and the trusted app mainly responding to queries from the Proxy, the users are more aware of the normal behaviour of the Proxy and, to a certain extent, of that of the trusted app. Actions, s.a. connecting the user to a server app, should not be performed without user's knowledge, for consent as well as for security reasons. Users should thus be able to give consent in full knowledge of the cause, thus limiting required user trust toward the provider of the trusted device.
A. User authentication to the trusted device
The trusted device must verify the user's identity before granting access to its services and allowing the Proxy to interact with the trusted app. This prevents an attacker from using the trusted app if the trusted device is stolen or lost. In our case, the OffPAD device uses biometric fingerprint for user authentication.
Still, if the user is authenticated and the trusted device is lost, then the user should be disconnected from it. This is done automatically by the trusted app when it detects that it cannot communicate with the Proxy, which is possible when the client device on which the Proxy resides is a different physical system than the trusted device. It is less probable that the attacker can obtain both devices, except when they are joined, e.g. like in the case of the OffPAD where the trusted device is a phone-jacket, and the client device is the phone. Alternatively, we could have the user's identity verified regularly through continuous authentication techniques based on biometrics [27] , [45] .
B. User interaction
Users are warned when the trusted app waits for user inputs or when messages are blocked, by generating notifications. To prevent users from disabling them, notifications must be used with care. At the same time, the Proxy displays explanations or security messages on the client device. This improves the ergonomics, but as the client device might be corrupted, these explanations must be used with care. For a web browser, a notification page is shown to the user, requesting her to check the trusted device. When the user has performed the requested actions on the trusted app, the page is automatically refreshed (using AJAX).
The Proxy also modifies the responses from the server apps to insert fields or informative messages. As shown in Figure 5 , the Proxy inserts scripts in HTML pages to disable password inputs. In this way the user is prevented from filling, out of habit, the password input [47] . Alternatively, the user has the option to disable such interferences so to use the input field normally when needed. The Proxy could also be used to let the user input information (or commands) for the trusted app on the client device, which, is more ergonomic, especially if the trusted device has limited user inputs (e.g. no keyboard). The provided information must not be confidential, and must be verified and confirmed by the user on the trusted device.
C. User behaviour
Credentials, s.a. passwords, should not be exposed to users as they might write them on a post-it, or share them with colleagues or with social engineering attackers [36] . Credentials could be generated by the trusted app at registration, and never shown to users. Since these do not need to be remembered, credentials can be safer, with more entropy, while being unique for each server app [23] .
Users typically do not change their credentials at reasonable intervals as they should do. Stored credentials and other sensitive information could have an expiration date which when reached would warn the user. With the user's approval, the trusted app could replace outdated information and update them on the server apps. Furthermore, this is not a generic way of doing this since each server app uses its own protocol to update credentials [34] .
The user should be warned when the trusted app logs her into a server app; the trusted app should at least ask for user confirmation. Since several identities can be suitable for a given authentication request, the trusted app can ask the user to choose the identity to use among the suitable identities and consider this choice as a confirmation.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a novel architecture that combines the benefits of both having an OTD for helping with secure computations, thus providing stronger security, as well as an untrusted Proxy running on a client device to provide more usability, communicating with the trusted app when needed. This new OTDP architecture is enabled by a novel use of TLS channels, which we call TLS Switching because the Proxy and the trusted app collaborate to make two secure channels which they switch between, depending on whether information needs to be transmitted from the client app or from the trusted app. This architecture and the TLS Switching have been implemented in an extensible and opensource PoC. The architecture has also been demonstrated using the OffPAD as the trusted device, connected through microUSB to a Android phone [37] . We have considered (though not formally) the security aspects specific to this new architecture, as well as the usability that we aimed for. Another goal of the OTDP architecture was to be transparent to both client apps and server apps, which is not respected by the related work that we surveyed.
Future work could conduct more detailed user experiments about the usability of the OTDP architecture, whereas the security could be verified using formal methods. More widely used authentication methods than HTTP DAA (s.a. OAuth) may be implemented and tested, although we see no evident obstacle to their usage with OTDP and TLS Switching. Fully transparent client's interface (i.e. not requiring proxy configuration on client apps) may be implemented using TUN/TAP and iptables. OTDP architecture may as well be generalized for the specific needs of a company architecture and a centralized credentials management.
